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Terrifying in its harrowing honesty, Tripping Over Feathers: Scenes in the Life of Joy Janaka Wiradjuri 
Williams examines the life of one woman; removed at birth from her mother, placed in a home for 
white girls and who later came head-to-head with the NSW State Government.

Peter Read’s new biographical work charts in reverse chronological order the abuse, anger, violence and  
mental illness definitive of the lives of many of the victims of Australia’s dark past. 

Moving from Joy’s untimely death in a Primbee flat, to the ten years she spent pursuing a  
negligence claim against the NSW Government, through two lost appeals and on to the beginning of 
her life, Read takes us on a mesmerising and evocative journey that offers a rare historical insight into  
institutions, street life and indigenous and urban culture between 1942 and 2006.

Written in a poignant new biographical style of writing, Read uses direct speech to dramatise the 
work - often employing Joy’s own words and incorporating many of her poems throughout the novel 
to confront the reader with a dynamic depth of narrative.

Captivating as it is candid, this new novel from Peter Read is essential reading for enthusiasts 
of Australian or Aboriginal history and heritage, as well as all those whose line of work is directly  
influenced by the compelling struggle for recognition of the devastating effects on Australia’s Stolen 
Generation.
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